
 
 

President’s Message 
Coffee With Duke… Why Do We Worry? 

 
 
Dear AAID Colleague: 
 

Worry has been described as “interest paid on trouble before it comes due.” Worry is one 
of our worst enemies.  

 

Worry is like a rocking chair; it requires a lot of energy, and it gets you 
nowhere. 
 
Leo Buscaglia said, “Worry never robs tomorrow of its sorrow, it only 
saps today of its joy.” 
 

 

Are you a worrier? We have begun taking more pills to help us forget more worries about 
more things than ever before. 
 
Doubt creates worry, and in most cases, the lack of information raises doubt… and this 
increases our worry! 
 
Psychologists and other researchers tell us that roughly: 
 

• 40% of what we worry about will never happen.  

• 30% of what we worry about has already happened.  

• 12% of our worries are over unfounded health concerns.  

• 10% of our worries involve daily miscellaneous fretting that accomplishes nothing.  
 
This leaves only 8% of things that we should spend our time thinking about. The 
translation: We are worrying 92% of the time for no good reason… and it is killing us! 
 

  

 

https://www.aaid.com/index.html


Don’t worry about what you can’t change… 

 

Zig and I became beyond-good friends in 
1976. Zig poured wisdom into my life 
from the very beginning of our 
friendship. He was a trusted friend, and 
I could always expect him to tell me 
what I needed to hear and not what I 
wanted to hear.    

Because Zig and I traveled quite a bit, 
the airport could be a source of worry… 
connecting flights, flight departure, 
baggage collection, etc. 
 
Zig’s advice to me: Remember this when traveling – flights are cancelled or delayed. 
Worrying will not make the aircraft leave earlier or prevent it from being postponed… if 
you worry or get angry, nothing will change… the plane will leave when the pilot says it 
will leave… not when the irate passenger wants it to. 
 
Zig suggested, instead of worrying about the situation, I praise the ticket attendant for 
doing a good job taking care of the disgruntled passengers’ concerns. He believed that it 
was more important to impress the attendant with a compliment! 
 
More often than not, before we boarded the plane, I would be called to the front of the 
ticket counter: “Dr. Heller, Would you report to ticket counter, please?”… “Dr. Heller, you 
have been moved to first class for this next flight. Thanks for treating me and the staff so 
nicely.” 
 
Little worry, concern, and appreciation for the circumstances turned into a reward! 
 
The message is clear: If you don’t like your situation in life, don’t fret or worry – do 
something about it. Worry less, and act more. 
 
Share your thoughts about how you deal with the worry in your life 
by emailing me at president@aaid.com. 
 

 
Dr. Duke Heller 
AAID President 2020-2021 
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